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This book provides glimpses into contemporary research in information systems &
technology, learning, artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning, and security and how
it applies to the real world, but the ideas presented also span the domains of telehealth,
computer vision, the role and use of mobile devices, brain–computer interfaces, virtual
reality, language and image processing and big data analytics and applications. Great
research arises from asking pertinent research questions. This book reveals some of
the authors’ “beautiful questions” and how they develop the subsequent “what if” and
“how” questions, offering readers food for thought and whetting their appetite for
further research by the same authors.
This book is a collection of research papers and articles presented at the 3rd
International Conference on Communications and Cyber-Physical Engineering (ICCCE
2020), held on 1-2 February 2020 at CMR Engineering College, Hyderabad,
Telangana, India. Discussing the latest developments in voice and data communication
engineering, cyber-physical systems, network science, communication software, image
and multimedia processing research and applications, as well as communication
technologies and other related technologies, it includes contributions from both
academia and industry. This book is a valuable resource for scientists, research
scholars and PG students working to formulate their research ideas and find the future
directions in these areas. Further, it may serve as a reference work to understand the
latest engineering and technologies used by practicing engineers in the field of
communication engineering.
With near-universal internet access and ever-advancing electronic devices, the ability to
facilitate interactions between various hardware and software provides endless
possibilities. Though internet of things (IoT) technology is becoming more popular
among individual users and companies, more potential applications of this technology
are being sought every day. There is a need for studies and reviews that discuss the
methodologies, concepts, and possible problems of a technology that requires little or
no human interaction between systems. The Handbook of Research on the Internet of
Things Applications in Robotics and Automation is a pivotal reference source on the
methods and uses of advancing IoT technology. While highlighting topics including
traffic information systems, home security, and automatic parking, this book is ideally
designed for network analysts, telecommunication system designers, engineers,
academicians, technology specialists, practitioners, researchers, students, and
software developers seeking current research on the trends and functions of this lifechanging technology.
This book introduces the problems facing Internet of Things developers and explores
current technologies and techniques to help you manage, mine, and make sense of the
data being collected through the use of the world’s most popular database on the
Internet - MySQL. The IoT is poised to change how we interact with and perceive the
world around us, and the possibilities are nearly boundless. As more and more
connected devices generate data, we will need to solve the problem of how to collect,
store, and make sense of IoT data by leveraging the power of database systems. The
book begins with an introduction of the MySQL database system and storage of sensor
data. Detailed instructions and examples are provided to show how to add database
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nodes to IoT solutions including how to leverage MySQL high availability, including
examples of how to protect data from node outages using advanced features of
MySQL. The book closes with a comparison of raw and transformed data showing how
transformed data can improve understandability and help you cut through a clutter of
superfluous data toward the goal of mining nuggets of useful knowledge. In this book,
you'll learn to: Understand the crisis of vast volumes of data from connected devices
Transform data to improve reporting and reduce storage volume Store and aggregate
your IoT data across multiple database servers Build localized, low-cost MySQL
database servers using small and inexpensive computers Connect Arduino boards and
other devices directly to MySQL database servers Build high availability MySQL
solutions among low-power computing devices
This book provides a comprehensive and consistent introduction to the Internet of
Things. Hot topics, including the European privacy legislation GDPR, and homomorphic
encryption are explained. For each topic, the reader gets a theoretical introduction and
an overview, backed by programming examples. For demonstration, the authors use
the IoT platform VICINITY, which is open-source, free, and offers leading standards for
privacy. Presents readers with a coherent single-source introduction into the IoT;
Introduces selected, hot-topics of IoT, including GDPR (European legislation on data
protection), and homomorphic encryption; Provides coding examples for most topics
that allow the reader to kick-start his own IoT applications, smart services, etc.
The book gathers papers addressing state-of-the-art research in all areas of Information
and Communication Technologies and their applications in intelligent computing, cloud
storage, data mining and software analysis. It presents the outcomes of the third
International Conference on Information and Communication Technology for Intelligent
Systems, which was held on April 6–7, 2018, in Ahmedabad, India. Divided into two
volumes, the book discusses the fundamentals of various data analytics and
algorithms, making it a valuable resource for researchers’ future studies.
This book gathers contributions presented at the 17th International Conference on
Biomedical Engineering, held on December 9-12, 2019, in Singapore. It continues the
tradition of the previous conference proceedings, thus reporting on both fundamental
and applied research. It includes a set of carefully selected chapters reporting on new
models and algorithms and their applications in medical diagnosis or therapy. It also
discusses advances in tele-health and assistive technologies, as well as applications of
nanotechnologies. Organized jointly by the Department of Biomedical Engineering of
the National University of Singapore and the Biomedical Engineering Society
(Singapore), this book offers a timely snapshot of innovative research and technologies
and a source of inspiration for future developments and collaborations in the field of
biomedical engineering.
This book comprises select proceedings of the international conference ETAEERE
2020, and covers latest research in the areas of electronics, communication and
computing. The book includes different approaches and techniques for specific
applications using particle swarm optimization, Otsu’s function and harmony search
optimization algorithm, DNA-NAND gate, triple gate SOI MOSFET, micro-Raman and
FTIR analysis, high-k dielectric gate oxide, spectrum sensing in cognitive radio,
microstrip antenna, GPR with conducting surfaces, energy efficient packet routing,
iBGP route reflectors, circularly polarized antenna, double fork shaped patch radiator,
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implementation of Doppler radar at 24 GHz, iris image classification using SVM, digital
image forgery detection, secure communication, spoken dialog system, and DFT-DCT
spreading strategies. Given the range of topics covered, this book can be useful for
both students and researchers working in electronics and communication.

This book presents the proceedings of four conferences: The 16th International
Conference on Frontiers in Education: Computer Science and Computer
Engineering + STEM (FECS'20), The 16th International Conference on
Foundations of Computer Science (FCS'20), The 18th International Conference
on Software Engineering Research and Practice (SERP'20), and The 19th
International Conference on e-Learning, e-Business, Enterprise Information
Systems, & e-Government (EEE'20). The conferences took place in Las Vegas,
NV, USA, July 27-30, 2020 as part of the larger 2020 World Congress in
Computer Science, Computer Engineering, & Applied Computing (CSCE'20),
which features 20 major tracks. Authors include academics, researchers,
professionals, and students. This book contains an open access chapter entitled,
"Advances in Software Engineering, Education, and e-Learning". Presents the
proceedings of four conferences as part of the 2020 World Congress in
Computer Science, Computer Engineering, & Applied Computing (CSCE'20);
Includes the tracks Computer Engineering + STEM, Foundations of Computer
Science, Software Engineering Research, and e-Learning, e-Business,
Enterprise Information Systems, & e-Government; Features papers from
FECS'20, FCS'20, SERP'20, EEE'20, including one open access chapter.
Inorganic Pollutants in Water provides a clear understanding of inorganic
pollutants and the challenges they cause in aquatic environments. The book
explores the point of source, how they enter water, the effects they have, and
their eventual detection and removal. Through a series of case studies, the
authors explore the success of the detection and removal techniques they have
developed. Users will find this to be a single platform of information on inorganic
pollutants that is ideal for researchers, engineers and technologists working in
the fields of environmental science, environmental engineering and chemical
engineering/ sustainability. Through this text, the authors introduce new
researchers to the problem of inorganic contaminants in water, while also
presenting the current state-of-the-art in terms of research and technologies to
tackle this problem.
This book gathers high-quality papers presented at the 2nd International
Conference on Communication, Devices & Computing (ICCDC 2019), held at
Haldia Institute of Technology from March 14–15, 2019. The papers are divided
into three main areas: communication technologies, electronics circuits & devices
and computing. Written by students and researchers from around the world, they
accurately reflect the global status quo.
This book is a collection of best selected research papers presented at the
Conference on Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Computational Intelligence
for Wireless Communication (MDCWC 2020) held during October 22nd to 24th
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2020, at the Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering,
National Institute of Technology Tiruchirappalli, India. The presented papers are
grouped under the following topics (a) Machine Learning, Deep learning and
Computational intelligence algorithms (b)Wireless communication systems and
(c) Mobile data applications and are included in the book. The topics include the
latest research and results in the areas of network prediction, traffic classification,
call detail record mining, mobile health care, mobile pattern recognition, natural
language processing, automatic speech processing, mobility analysis, indoor
localization, wireless sensor networks (WSN), energy minimization, routing,
scheduling, resource allocation, multiple access, power control, malware
detection, cyber security, flooding attacks detection, mobile apps sniffing, MIMO
detection, signal detection in MIMO-OFDM, modulation recognition, channel
estimation, MIMO nonlinear equalization, super-resolution channel and directionof-arrival estimation. The book is a rich reference material for academia and
industry.
The ultimate power-packed crash course in building Arduino-based projects in
just 10 days! About This Book A carefully designed 10-day crash course,
covering major project/device types, with 20+ unique hands-on examples Get
easy-to-understand explanations of basic electronics fundamentals and
commonly used C sketch functions This step-by-step guide with 90+ diagrams
and 50+ important tips will help you become completely self-reliant and confident
Who This Book Is For This book is a beginner's crash course for professionals,
hobbyists, and students who are tech savvy, have a basic level of C
programming knowledge, and basic familiarity with electronics, be it for
embedded systems or the Internet of Things. What You Will Learn Write Arduino
sketches and understand the fundamentals of building prototype circuits using
basic electronic components, such as resistors, transistors, and diodes Build
simple, compound, and standalone devices with auxiliary storage (SD card), a
DC battery, and AC power supplies Deal with basic sensors and interface sensor
modules by using sensor datasheets Discover the fundamental techniques of
prototyping with actuators Build remote-controlled devices with infrared (IR),
radio frequency (RF), and telephony with GSM Learn IoT edge device
prototyping (using ESP8266) and IoT cloud configuration In Detail This book is a
quick, 10-day crash course that will help you become well acquainted with the
Arduino platform. The primary focus is to empower you to use the Arduino
platform by applying basic fundamental principles. You will be able to apply these
principles to build almost any type of physical device. The projects you will work
through in this book are self-contained micro-controller projects, interfacing with
single peripheral devices (such as sensors), building compound devices (multiple
devices in a single setup), prototyping standalone devices (powered from
independent power sources), working with actuators (such as DC motors),
interfacing with an AC-powered device, wireless devices (with Infrared, Radio
Frequency and GSM techniques), and finally implementing the Internet of Things
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(using the ESP8266 series Wi-Fi chip with an IoT cloud platform). The first half of
the book focuses on fundamental techniques and building basic types of device,
and the final few chapters will show you how to prototype wireless devices. By
the end of this book, you will have become acquainted with the fundamental
principles in a pragmatic and scientific manner. You will also be confident enough
to take up new device prototyping challenges. Style and approach This step-bystep guide will serve as a quick, 10-day crash course to help you become well
acquainted with the Arduino platform.
This book comprises the select proceedings of the International Conference on
Power Engineering Computing and Control (PECCON) 2019. This volume covers
several important topics such as optimal data selection and error-free data
acquiring via artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques, information
and communication technologies for monitoring and control of smart grid
components, and data security in smart grid network. In addition, it also focuses
on economics of renewable electricity generation, policies for distributed
generation, smart eco-structures and systems. This book can be useful for
beginners, researchers as well as professionals interested in the area of smart
grid technology.
This book exploits the benefits of integration of wireless sensor networks (WSN)
and Internet of Things (IoT) for smart cities. The authors discuss WSN and IoT in
tackling complex computing tasks and challenges in the fields of disaster relief,
security, and weather forecasting (among many others). This book highlights the
challenges in the field of quality of service metrics (QoS) in the WSN based IoT
applications. Topics include IoT Applications for eHealth, smart environments,
intelligent transportation systems, delay tolerant models for IoT applications,
protocols and architectures for industrial IoT, energy efficient protocols, and
much more. Readers will get to know the solutions of these problems for
development of smart city applications with the integration of WSN with IoT.
The book introduces the reader to the Node MCU board, which is a low-cost
development board for designing IoT applications.
The volume contains 94 best selected research papers presented at the Third
International Conference on Micro Electronics, Electromagnetics and
Telecommunications (ICMEET 2017) The conference was held during 09-10,
September, 2017 at Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering,
BVRIT Hyderabad College of Engineering for Women, Hyderabad, Telangana,
India. The volume includes original and application based research papers on
microelectronics, electromagnetics, telecommunications, wireless
communications, signal/speech/video processing and embedded systems.
?????????????? (????????????????? ??????? 2 ??, 40 ????)
????????????????????????????????????????????????? Arduino Uno R3
???????? IoT ?????????????? 2 ???? ?????? ?????????????????????????????
IoT ???????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? IoT ????????
?????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
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This book focuses on recent advances in the Internet of Things (IoT) in
biomedical and healthcare technologies, presenting theoretical, methodological,
well-established, and validated empirical work in these fields. Artificial intelligence
and IoT are set to revolutionize all industries, but perhaps none so much as
health care. Both biomedicine and machine learning applications are capable of
analyzing data stored in national health databases in order to identify potential
health problems, complications and effective protocols, and a range of wearable
devices for biomedical and healthcare applications far beyond tracking
individuals’ steps each day has emerged. These prosthetic technologies have
made significant strides in recent decades with the advances in materials and
development. As a result, more flexible, more mobile chip-enabled prosthetics or
other robotic devices are on the horizon. For example, IoT-enabled wireless ECG
sensors that reduce healthcare cost, and lead to better quality of life for cardiac
patients. This book focuses on three current trends that are likely to have a
significant impact on future healthcare: Advanced Medical Imaging and Signal
Processing; Biomedical Sensors; and Biotechnological and Healthcare
Advances. It also presents new methods of evaluating medical data, and
diagnosing diseases in order to improve general quality of life.
This book is an accompanying textbook for an introductory course in
microprocessing. Using the Arduino IDE platform, it explains introductory
electronics, programming, microprocessing, and data collection techniques to
allow students to start designing and building their own instruments for research
projects. The course starts from a beginner level, assuming no prior knowledge in
these areas. The format of the book is that of a laboratory manual, which can be
used as a stand-alone crash-course for a self-motivated student, or be directly
adopted as a course textbook for an elective in a college or university context.
This text was originally developed for PHC435 Pharmaceutical Data Acquisition
and Analysis, and PHM1138 Electronics for Pharmaceutical Applications at the
Leslie Dan Faculty of Pharmacy of the University of Toronto. The book includes
various fun lab activities that increase in difficulty, and enough theory and
practical advice to help complement the activities with understanding.
This book presents state-of-the-art research on security and privacy- preserving
for IoT and 5G networks and applications. The accepted book chapters covered
many themes, including traceability and tamper detection in IoT enabled waste
management networks, secure Healthcare IoT Systems, data transfer
accomplished by trustworthy nodes in cognitive radio, DDoS Attack Detection in
Vehicular Ad-hoc Network (VANET) for 5G Networks, Mobile Edge-Cloud
Computing, biometric authentication systems for IoT applications, and many
other applications It aspires to provide a relevant reference for students,
researchers, engineers, and professionals working in this particular area or those
interested in grasping its diverse facets and exploring the latest advances on
security and privacy- preserving for IoT and 5G networks.
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Build your own Internet of Things (IoT) projects for prototyping and proof-ofconcept purposes. This book contains the tools needed to build a prototype of
your design, sense the environment, communicate with the Internet (over the
Internet and Machine to Machine communications) and display the results.
Raspberry Pi IoT Projects provides several IoT projects and designs are shown
from the start to the finish including an IoT Heartbeat Monitor, an IoT Swarm, IoT
Solar Powered Weather Station, an IoT iBeacon Application and a RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification) IoT Inventory Tracking System. The software is
presented as reusable libraries, primarily in Python and C with full source code
available. Raspberry Pi IoT Projects: Prototyping Experiments for Makers is also
a valuable learning resource for classrooms and learning labs. What You'll Learn
build IOT projects with the Raspberry Pi Talk to sensors with the Raspberry Pi
Use iBeacons with the IOT Raspberry Pi Communicate your IOT data to the
Internet Build security into your IOT device Who This Book Is For Primary
audience are those with some technical background, but not necessarily
engineers. It will also appeal to technical people wanting to learn about the
Raspberry Pi in a project-oriented method.
This book is targeted towards beginners and intermediate designers of
mechatronic systems and embedded system design. Some familiarity with the
Raspberry Pi and Python programming is preferred but not required.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second International
Conference on Futuristic Trends in Network and Communication Technologies,
FTNCT 2019, held in Chandigarh, India, in November 2019. The 49 revised full
papers and 6 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
226 submissions. The prime aim of the conference is to invite researchers from
different domains of network and communication technologies to a single
platform to showcase their research ideas. The selected papers are organized in
topical sections on network and computing technologies; wireless networks and
Internet of Things (IoT); futuristic computing technologies; communication
technologies, security and privacy.
This book presents selected papers from the 3rd International Conference on MicroElectronics and Telecommunication Engineering, held at SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Ghaziabad, India, on 30-31 August 2019. It covers a wide variety of topics
in micro-electronics and telecommunication engineering, including micro-electronic
engineering, computational remote sensing, computer science and intelligent systems,
signal and image processing, and information and communication technology.
150 Projects With Arduino
This book comprises select proceedings of the international conference ETAEERE
2020, and focuses on contemporary issues in energy management and energy
efficiency in the context of power systems. The contents cover modeling, simulation
and optimization based studies on topics like medium voltage BTB system, cost
optimization of a ring frame unit in textile industry, rectenna for RF energy harvesting,
ecology and energy dimension in infrastructural designs, study of AGC in two area
hydro thermal power system, energy-efficient and reliable depth-based routing protocol
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for underwater wireless sensor network, and power line communication. This book can
be beneficial for students, researchers as well as industry professionals.
This two-volume set (CCIS 1393 and CCIS 1394) constitutes selected and revised
papers of the 4th International Conference on Advanced Informatics for Computing
Research, ICAICR 2020, held in Gurugram, India, in December 2020. The 34 revised
full papers and 51 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
306 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on computing
methodologies; hardware; networks; security and privacy.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on
Mining Intelligence and Knowledge Exploration, MIKE 2015, held in Hyderabad, India,
in December 2015. The 48 full papers and 8 short papers presented together with 4
doctoral consortium papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 185
submissions. The papers cover a wide range of topics including information retrieval,
machine learning, pattern recognition, knowledge discovery, classification, clustering,
image processing, network security, speech processing, natural language processing,
language, cognition and computation, fuzzy sets, and business intelligence.
ICCCE 2020Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Communications and
Cyber Physical EngineeringSpringer Nature
A valuable guide for new and experienced readers, featuring the complex and massive
world of IoT and IoT-based solutions.
This book features selected papers presented at the Fourth International Conference
on Nanoelectronics, Circuits and Communication Systems (NCCS 2018). Covering
topics such as MEMS and nanoelectronics, wireless communications, optical
communications, instrumentation, signal processing, the Internet of Things, image
processing, bioengineering, green energy, hybrid vehicles, environmental science,
weather forecasting, cloud computing, renewable energy, RFID, CMOS sensors,
actuators, transducers, telemetry systems, embedded systems, and sensor network
applications in mines, it offers a valuable resource for young scholars, researchers, and
academics alike.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks for
Smart Cities" that was published in JSAN
Build simple yet amazing robotics projects using ESP8266 About This Book Get familiar with
ESP8266 and its features. Build Wi-FI controlled robots using ESP8266 A project based book
that will use the ESP8266 board and some of its popular variations to build robots. Who This
Book Is For This book is targeted at enthusiasts who are interested in developing low-cost
robotics projects using ESP8266. A basic knowledge of programming will be useful but
everything you need to know is are covered in the book. What You Will Learn Build a basic
robot with the original ESP8266, Arduino UNO, and a motor driver board. Make a Mini Round
Robot with ESP8266 HUZZAH Modify your Mini Round Robot by integrating encoders with
motors Use the Zumo chassis kit to build a line-following robot by connecting line sensors
Control your Romi Robot with Wiimote Build a Mini Robot Rover chassis with a gripper and
control it through Wi-Fi Make a robot that can take pictures In Detail The ESP8266 Wi-Fi
module is a self-contained SOC with an integrated TCP/IP protocol stack and can give any
microcontroller access to your Wi-Fi network. It has a powerful processing and storage
capability and also supports application hosting and Wi-Fi networking. This book is all about
robotics projects based on the original ESP8266 microcontroller board and some variants of
ESP8266 boards. It starts by showing all the necessary things that you need to build your
development environment with basic hardware and software components. The book uses the
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original ESP8266 board and some variants such as the Adafruit HUZZAH ESP8266 and the
Adafruit Feather HUZZAH ESP8266 . You will learn how to use different type of chassis kits,
motors, motor drivers, power supplies, distribution boards, sensors, and actuators to build
robotics projects that can be controlled via Wi-Fi. In addition, you will learn how to use line
sensors, the ArduiCam, Wii Remote, wheel encoders, and the Gripper kit to build more
specialized robots. By the end of this book, you will have built a Wi-Fi control robot using
ESP8266. Style and approach A project-based guide that will help you build exciting robotics
using ESP8266.
The aim of this book is to provide a platform to readers through which they can access the
applications of 'Internet of Things' in the Automotive field. Internet of Things in Automotive
Industries and Road Safety provides the basic knowledge of the modules with interfacing,
along with the programming. Several examples for rapid prototyping are included, this to make
the readers understand about the concept of IoT. The book comprises of ten chapters for
designing different independent prototypes for the automotive applications, and it would be
beneficial for the people who want to get started with hardware based project prototypes. The
text is based on the practical experience of the authors built up whilst undergoing projects with
students and industry. Technical topics discussed in the book include: Role of IoT in
automotive industriesArduino and its interfacing with I/O devicesTi Launch Pad and its
interfacing with I/O devicesNodeMCU and its interfacing with I/O devicesSerial Communication
with Arduino and NodeMCU
This book gathers selected research papers presented at the International Conference on
Recent Trends in Machine Learning, IOT, Smart Cities & Applications (ICMISC 2020), held on
29–30 March 2020 at CMR Institute of Technology, Hyderabad, Telangana, India. Discussing
current trends in machine learning, Internet of things, and smart cities applications, with a
focus on multi-disciplinary research in the area of artificial intelligence and cyber-physical
systems, this book is a valuable resource for scientists, research scholars and PG students
wanting formulate their research ideas and find the future directions in these areas. Further, it
serves as a reference work anyone wishing to understand the latest technologies used by
practicing engineers around the globe.
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